




SOLIDEA by Calzificio PINELLI, a leading 
manufacturer of graduated compression 
stockings and tights, dedicates this catalogue 
to all women of the world.
SOLIDEA, an acronym for solar idea, 
introduces you to a world that is full of life, 
well-being and energy, the driving forces 
behind our existence.
An Enzo Pinelli inspiration for the health 
and well-being of women, and especially, of 
women’s legs. 

Today, while the mainstream focuses on 
seeking after a model that is always new, and 
always fleeting, SOLIDEA wants to interpret 
timeless fashion, inspired by the well-being of 
your legs.  Well-being embodies the basics 
of prevention, for the purpose of therapeutic 
actions with optimum solutions that are 
developed, tested and produced with total 
respect for women’s health.  SOLIDEA shows 
women how to attire their legs with increasing 
glamour and even more well-being.

SOLIDEA by Calzificio PINELLI is totally 
controlled by the Pinelli family which suggests 
its strategies for constant and ongoing 
growth.  Thanks to an efficient customer 
service and a widespread network of 
business partners and agents, SOLIDEA 
can currently be found in more than 70 
countries throughout the world and in more 
than 15,000 points of sale in Europe, always 
offering unparalleled quality.

Dedicated 
to glamour 
and well-being 
of all women 
around 
the world
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Naomi 30 sheer cod. 013130   

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM22 
Champagne

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

Naomi 70 sheer cod. 013170

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM22 
Champagne

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

Finally, modern support hosiery designed with comfort and style in mind. Sheer control top pantyhose with distinctly 
feminine, French lace panties shape and tone the belly. Extra mild graduated compression 8/11 mmHg keeps legs 
feeling great throughout the day. Breathable cotton gusset and flat seams. Exclusive foot sole pampers feet. Perfect 
for day to evening wear. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Comfort and style are within reach with our modern support hosiery. Sheer control top pantyhose with distinctly 
feminine, French lace panties shape and tone the belly. Medium graduated compression 12/15 mmHg keeps legs 
feeling great throughout the day. Breathable cotton gusset and flat seams.  Exclusive foot sole pampers feet. Perfect 
for day to evening wear. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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Naomi  100 sheer  cod. 0131A0   

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

Naomi 140 sheer cod. 0131A4

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

Our beautifully styled hosiery is designed to keep women looking and feeling great throughout the day. Sheer control 
top pantyhose with distinctly feminine, French lace panties shape and tone the belly. Built-in graduated compression 
15/18 mmHg energizes legs and prevents veins from appearing. Breathable cotton gusset and flat seams. Exclusive 
foot sole pampers feet. Perfect for day to evening wear. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Keep legs healthy and energized with our beautifully designed hosiery. Control top pantyhose with distinctly feminine, 
French lace panties shape and tone the belly. Innovative, graduated compression 18/21 mmHg enlivens legs troubled 
by spider and varicose veins, making them look and feel better than ever. Breathable cotton gusset and flat seams. 
Exclusive foot sole pampers feet. Perfect for day to evening wear. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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Wonder Model 30 sheer cod. 023030 

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM15
Paprika

SM29
Glacè

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

Wonder Model 70 sheer cod. 031770   

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

Great for any occasion, our smart and stylish control top pantyhose instantly flatter the figure. Remarkably 
comfortable, built-in shaping panty has a slimming effect on the tummy, hips and thighs. And support in back gives 
bottoms an extra boost. Sheer legs with extra mild graduated compression 8/11 mmHg keep wearers feeling as good 
as they look. Cotton gusset and flat seams for added comfort. Anti-stress sole massages feet throughout the day.  
Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Look and feel like a star without lifting a finger. Our smart and stylish control top pantyhose instantly flatter the figure. 
Remarkably comfortable, built-in shaping panties have a slimming effect on the tummy, hips and thighs. And support 
in back gives bottoms an extra boost .Sheer style with medium graduated compression 12/15 mmHg energizes and 
protects legs. Cotton gusset and flat seams for added comfort. Anti-stress sole massages feet throughout the day. 
Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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Wonder Model 140 opaque cod. 0313A4   

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM24
Camel

X024
Rubino

X034
Granata

X021
Melanzana

SMC6
Moka

SMC5
Blu Scuro

SMC4
Fumo

SMC9
Nero

Selene 70 opaque cod. 023470   

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

X034
Granata

SMC2
Bordeaux

SMC6
Moka

SMC5
Blu Scuro

SMC4
Fumo

SMC9
Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

Look toned and beautiful with our stylish control top pantyhose. Remarkably comfortable, built-in shaping panties 
have a slimming effect on the tummy, hips and thighs. And support in back gives bottoms an extra boost. Long-
lasting, opaque style with silver ions for a clean look and feel. Graduated compression 18/21 mmHg works to support 
and protect legs. Cotton gusset and flat seams for added comfort. Anti-stress sole massages feet throughout the 
day.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Soft, sexy legs are easier than ever to achieve with these sheer-to-waist, opaque tights. The finely ribbed fabric is 
specially treated with aloe-Vera, moisturizing the skin with every step. Medium graduated compression 12/15 mmHg 
tones and rejuvenates legs. And an anti-stress sole keeps feet comfortable. Cotton gusset creates a clean, fresh feel. 
With flat seams.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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Venere 30 sheer cod. 016930   

SM37
Miele

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

Venere 70 sheer cod. 016970

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

SM22 
Champagne

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

SM00 
Bianco

Designed for comfort and style, our sexy, sheer-to-waist pantyhose are like wearing nothing at all. graduated 
compression 8/11 mmHg keeps legs feeling energized. Soft, non-binding waistband creates a clean, effortless look. 
Breathable, cotton gusset and flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Our sexy, sheer-to-waist pantyhose were designed with comfort and style in mind. Medium graduated compression 
12/15 mmHg keeps legs feeling energized and prevents veins from developing. Soft, non-binding waistband creates 
a clean, effortless look. Breathable, cotton gusset and flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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Venere 100 sheer cod. 0169A0   

SM09 Nero

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM09
Nero

Venere 140 sheer cod. 0169A4   

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM38
Cipria

SM09 Nero

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

Show-stopping legs start with our sexy, sheer-to-waist pantyhose. Graduated compression 15/18 mmHg supports 
and tones, so legs feel comfortable throughout the day. Anti-stress sole protects and massages the feet. Soft, non-
binding waistband creates a clean, effortless look. Breathable, cotton gusset and flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene 
function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

For the ultimate in style and support, try our sexy, sheer-to-waist pantyhose. Graduated compression 18/21 mmHg 
gives tired legs a healthy boost, making uncomfortable veins things of the past. Anti-stress sole protects and 
massages the feet. Soft, non-binding waistband creates a clean, effortless look. Breathable, cotton gusset and flat 
seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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Venere 70 Open toe cod. 048070

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM09
Nero

Venere 140 Open toe cod. 0480A4   

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM37
Miele

SM38
Cipria

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

SM09
Nero

SM24
Camel

70 denier open flip-flop design toe tights perfect for summertime.  The specially designed toe is made using innovative 
technology for excellent wearing comfort while keeping the tights perfectly in place.  The open toe offers coolness and 
pleasing well-being to feet and legs during hot months, making them more comfortable to wear.  Particularly suitable 
for persons who have highly sensitive toes or toe malformations.  A special thong-like shape at the toes, prevents 
and contrasts formation of hallux valgus.  Graduated compression 12/15 mmHg gives relief to the legs and effectively 
prevents problems caused by venous stasis.  Soft elastic waistband which does not mark the waist, cotton hygienic 
gusset and flat seams.  With Sanitized® hygienic function.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

140 den open flip-flop design toe tights perfect for summertime.  The specially designed toe is made using innovative 
technology for excellent wearing comfort while keeping the tights perfectly in place.  The open toe offers coolness 
and pleasing well-being to feet and legs during hot months, making it more comfortable to wear.  Particularly suitable 
for persons who have highly sensitive toes or toe malformations.  A special thong-like shape at the toes, prevents 
and contrasts formation of hallux valgus.  Graduated compression 18/21 mmHg helps blood circulation and prevents 
worsening of problems arising from venous stasis. Soft elastic waistband which does not mark the waist, cotton 
hygienic gusset and flat seams.  With Sanitized® hygienic function.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

open flip-flop toe

open flip-flop toe
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Magic 30 sheer cod. 012730

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM09
Nero

Magic 70 sheer cod. 012770

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

Soft and smooth fitting, these sheer tights offer anti-cellulite benefits along with a buoyant sense of support. Worn 
under your clothing, the soft wave fabric in the panty and graduated compression help shed fat and excess fluids, 
aided by your body’s natural movement. Shapes, smoothes and tones the body. The graduated compression 8/11 
mmHg relieves tired and achy legs and can help prevent spider veins. Hygienic cotton gusset and flat seams. 
Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

80% Polyamide
18% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Enjoy a total leg makeover with these micro-massage pantyhose.  Our patented wave knit boosts microcirculation 
and magically smoothes cellulite away. Plus, a control panel flattens the tummy while the compression control top 
smoothes and shapes the rear, hips and thighs. Graduated compression 12/15 mmHg keeps legs feeling great 
throughout the day. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness. Hygienic cotton gusset and flat seams.

80% Polyamide
18% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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Magic 140 sheer cod. 0127A4

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

Magic 50 opaque cod. 012750   

1     2     3      4           4XL         
S    M    ML    L            XL                

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC6
Moka

SMC4
Fumo

SMC9
Nero

The perfect body shaping, cellulite banishing pantyhose that revives the old cliché “look good and feel good”. Proven by 
clinical studies our micro-massage wave knit virtually eliminates toxins to smooth skin and melt inches off the lower body. 
Innovative, graduated compression 18/21 mmHg enlivens legs troubled by spider and varicose veins, making them look 
and feel better than ever. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness. Hygienic cotton gusset and flat seams.

80% Polyamide
18% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Not your usual opaque tights. Magic 50 hugs the legs and keeps the skin looking healthy and slim. The patented wave 
fabric in the panty help shed fat and excess fluids and eliminates cellulite aided by your body’s natural movement; 
Shapes, smoothes and tones the body. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness. Hygienic cotton gusset and 
flat seams.

80% Polyamide
18% Elastanee
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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FIR

THE NIGHT BRINGS
BEAUTY
Self-supporting stockings
that care for your legs
while you sleep

NIGHT WELLNESS

Ongoing research by SOLIDEA leads to a 
new philosophy in graduated compresison 
stockings made with fabric containing infrared 
rays. They stimulate circulation, help to fight 
cellulite* and tone up your legs with an 
extraordinary reducing effect.
The soft flounce has a new generation 
of special silicone elastomer, which is well 
tolerated by the skin; it stays perfectly in place 
and helps paceful repose. Easy to put on, soft 
and comfortable, Night Wellness Stockings 
come in romantic pink or mysterious black: 
surrender to your beauty sleep, wake up with 
the legs you dream of.
* skin imperfection
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Night Wellness 70 opaque cod. 050470  

1     2     3      4            
S    M    ML    L    

W032
Rosa

SMC9
Nero

New

FIR

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

X024
Rubino

X031
Mosto

X032
Pavone

X033
Blu China

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

X036 
Forest

Red Wellness 70 opaque cod. 079970

SMC9 Nero

FIR

SMC9 Nero

Patented pendig for 
stretchable band

70 den opaque tights in velvety microfiber, 12/15 mmHg graduated compression to facilitate venous return and prevent 
venous insufficiency. Made with yarn containing a mineral additive that stimulated by the body natural thermal energy, 
converts it into FIR infrared rays (Far Infrared Rays) and sends it back to the skin tissue, with a pleasant temperature-
control effect. This action, along with graduated compression, helps reduce cellulite and improve microcirculation.
Enriched with the Sanitized® hygiene function. To obtain the aesthetic effects offered by this yarn we recommend 
wearing Red Wellness 70 den every day at least 8 hours a day. 

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

12/15 mmHg graduated compression infrared-ray stockings specifically designed to be worn during nocturnal sleep.  
The self-supporting flounce tops are made using the latest generation of silicone elastomer, which is much more 
tolerable than traditional silicone. Graduated compression aids the physiological reduction of leg girth during sleep, with 
an improvement of size reduction. Made with yarn containing a mineral additive that, stimulated by the body’s natural 
thermal energy, converts it into FIR (infrared rays) and sends it back into the skin tissue with a pleasant temperature-
control effect. This action, along with graduated compression, helps tone up the skin and maintain smooth and velvety 
skin. Enriched with Sanitized® hygienic function. Wearing these good looking stockings, constantly helps you get up 
in the morning in top form and with more slender legs.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

open toe
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Red Wellness 70 leggings cod. 048570

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

FIR

SMC0
Bianco

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

Red Wellness 140 opaque cod. 0799A4

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

FIR
X031
Mosto

X032
Pavone

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

X031
Mosto

X032
Pavone

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

X035
Londra

70 den opaque leggings in velvety microfiber, with a soft elastic band at the ankle, with 12/15 mmHg graduated 
compression to facilitate venous return and prevent venous insufficiency.  Made with yarn containing a mineral additive 
that stimulated by the body natural thermal energy, converts it into FIR infrared rays (Far Infrared Rays) and sends it back 
to the skin tissue, with a pleasant temperature-control effect. This action, along with graduated compression, helps 
reduce cellulite and improve microcirculation.  Enriched with the Sanitized® hygiene function.  To obtain the aesthetic 
effects offered by this yarn we recommend wearing Red Wellness 70 leggings every day at least 8 hours a day.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

140 den opaque tights in velvety microfiber, 18/21 mmHg graduated compression to facilitate venous return caused by 
venous insufficiency.  Made with yarn containing a mineral additive that stimulated by the body natural thermal energy, 
converts it into FIR infrared rays (Far Infrared Rays) and sends it back to the skin tissue, with a pleasant temperature-
control effect. This action, along with graduated compression, helps reduce cellulite and improve microcirculation. 
Enriched with the Sanitized® hygiene function. To obtain the aesthetic effects offered by this yarn we recommend 
wearing Red Wellness 140 den every day at least 8 hours a day. 

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe
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1     2     3      4           4XL 
S    M    ML    L            XL

X010
Antracite

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

Miriam Lace 70 cod. 050170

1     2     3      4           4XL     
S    M    ML    L            XL  

Rachel Lace 70 cod. 049870

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

SMC9
Nero

Lace tights with graduated compression.   The unique pattern enhances sensuality and charm for a rich and luxurious 
effect.  Combines with a more sober look for an outfit of great class.   The preventive action of 10/15 mmHg graduated 
compression fights heaviness and swelling in the legs and counteracts venous insufficiency without impacting the 
elegant appearance and incomparable aesthetics of the lace.  With Sanitized® hygienic function.

Lace tights with graduated compression.   The unique pattern enhances sensuality and charm for a rich and luxurious 
effect.  Combines with a more sober look for an outfit of great class.   The preventive action of 10/15 mmHg graduated 
compression fights heaviness and swelling in the legs and counteracts venous insufficiency without impacting the 
elegant appearance and incomparable aesthetics of the lace.  With Sanitized® hygienic function.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours
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1     2     3      4           4XL  
S    M    ML    L            XL

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

SMC9 Nero

Chantal Lace 70 cod. 050070

SM22
Champagne

Notes

closed toe
Lace tights with graduated compression.   The unique pattern enhances sensuality and charm for a rich and luxurious 
effect.  Combines with a more sober look for an outfit of great class.   The preventive action of 10/15 mmHg graduated 
compression fights heaviness and swelling in the legs and counteracts venous insufficiency without impacting the 
elegant appearance and incomparable aesthetics of the lace.  With Sanitized® hygienic function.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours
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Marlene pois 70 cod. 049570

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

1     2     3      4           4XL         
S    M    ML    L            XL      

X031
Mosto

X036 
Forest

SMC9
Nero

1     2     3      4           4XL         
S    M    ML    L            XL      

SM37
Miele

Rossella 70 sheer cod. 049970

SMC9 Nero

SM09 Nero

Opaque 70 den tights made of soft microfiber with dots pattern.  Assure your legs are always rested and in shape 
thanks to the preventive action of 12/15 mmHg graduated compression.  A new and irresistible Solidea proposal to 
customize your style with a touch of innovation and  fashion look,  without neglecting the health and well-being of 
your legs.  With Sanitized® hygienic function.

closed toe

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

70 den graduated compression tights, extraordinarily sheer, featuring an elegant, contrasting drop, polka-dot pattern 
that is distributed evenly over the entire leg.  A brand-new chic that expresses character and style.  A lovely design 
suitable for all occasions where you want to highlight your legs with elegance.  12/15 mmHg graduated compression 
counteracts venous insufficiency, giving well-being and comfort with every step you take.  With Sanitized® hygienic 
function.

closed toe

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours
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Egypt 70 cod. 039970

1     2     3      4           4XL         
S    M    ML    L            XL      

Labyrinth 70 cod. 040070   

1     2     3      4           4XL         
S    M    ML    L            XL                

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

Add instant elegance to most any style with these beautifully designed microfiber tights. Ultra-feminine, floral pattern 
is the perfect complement to classic dresses and skirts. Built-in graduated compression 12/15 mmHg keeps legs 
feeling great all day.  French cut lace panties for added good looks. Breathable, cotton gusset and flat seams. 
Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

The unique pattern in our microfiber tights adds new interest to basic skirts and dresses. Built-in graduated 
compression 12/15 mmHg keeps legs feeling great all day. Breathable, cotton gusset and flat seams. Opaque style 
is ideal for the cooler months. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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Babylon 70 cod. 040170

1     2     3      4           4XL         
S    M    ML    L            XL      

Alisea 70 cod. 043070   

1     2     3      4           4XL         
S    M    ML    L            XL                

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

X028
Prugna

X029
Ottanio

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

A fun, geometric design makes our soft, microfiber tights a great complement to classic skirts and dresses. Built-in 
graduated compression 12/15 mmHg keeps legs feeling great all day.  Breathable, cotton gusset and flat seams. 
Opaque style is ideal for the cooler months. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

70 den tights made of soft microfiber with elegant geometric vertical pattern. Graduated compression 12/15 mmHg 
guarantees an effective preventive action against venous insufficiency.  For dynamic and fit legs, combining well-
being and elegance.  A pleasing way to care for the health of your legs without foregoing fashion trends. Cotton 
gusset and flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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Imbrulia 70 cod. 043170

1     2     3      4           4XL         
S    M    ML    L            XL      

Micro Rete 70 sheer cod. 040270   

1     2     3      4           4XL         
S    M    ML    L            XL                

X028
Prugna

X029
Ottanio

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

SM27 
Avorio

SM01
Sabbia

SM15
Paprika

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM09
Nero

SMC9 Nero

SM09 Nero

70 denier tights with charming woven fantasy pattern, made of soft microfiber. Graduated compression 12/15 mmHg 
offers effective preventive action against venous insufficiency in dynamic and fit legs, combining well-being with 
elegance.  A pleasing way to care for the health of our legs without having to forego fashion trends. Cotton gusset 
and flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Our eye-catching, fishnet pantyhose are so sheer and sexy, it’s easy to forget what’s happening behind the scenes. 
Built-in graduated compression 12/15 mmHg keeps legs and feet feeling energized, making it easy to enjoy evenings 
out on the town. Sheer-to-waist panty and sandal foot toe for a barely there fit and feel. Cotton gusset and flat seams. 
Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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Brigitte Micro Rete 70 sheer cod. 040570   

1     2     3      4            
S    M    ML    L    

SM01
Sabbia

SM15
Paprika

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM09
Nero

Miss Relax Micro Rete 70 sheer cod. 041770

SM27
Avorio

SM01
Sabbia

SM15
Paprika

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM09
Nero

1     2     3     
S    M     L   

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

70 denier micro net knee-high stocking.  Graduated compression 12/15 mmHg exerts a preventive action and favours 
venous reflux for legs that are always rested and in shape for all occasions.  Ideal for a dynamic look and refined and 
original at the same time.  The embroidered elastic band enhances the elegance and offers pleasing support without 
tightening. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

closed toe

closed toe
70 den hold-up fishnet stocking, sheer leg with pretty lace trim. A soft, strech silicone band keeps them comfortably 
in place. Built-in graduated compression 12/15 mmHg keeps legs and feet feeling energizer, making it easy to enjoy 
evenings out of town. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

Colours Calcola la tua taglia on-line
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Marilyn 30 sheer cod. 027930   

1     2     3      4            
S    M    ML    L    

SM01 
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM09
Nero

Marilyn70 sheer cod. 028070

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

1     2     3      4            
S    M    ML    L    

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

Taglie

Our surprisingly sexy, support thigh highs keep legs looking and feeling great all day. Sheer leg with pretty lace trim. 
A soft, stretch silicone band keeps them comfortably in place. Graduated compression 12/15 mmHg gives legs a 
boost, and prevents veins from appearing. Great for any occasion. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

82% Polyamide
18% Elastane

closed toe

closed toe
Enjoy the sexy look of thigh high with the support of full-length pantyhose. Sheer leg with pretty lace trim. Extra mild 
graduated compression 8/11 mmHg keeps legs feeling great throughout the day. A soft, strich silicone band. Great 
for any occasion. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness. 

82% Polyamide
18% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

Colours
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Marilyn 140 sheer cod. 0280A4

1     2     3      4            
S    M    ML    L    

SM01 
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM16
Visone

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

Marilyn 70 opaque cod. 026470

SMC6 
Moka

SMC4
Fumo

SMC9
Nero

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

1     2     3      4            
S    M    ML    L    

SM09 Nero

SMC9 Nero

Opaque thigh highs with wonderfully feminine details are ideal for cooler days. Plus, they make legs appear slimmer. 
Features a soft, stretch silicone band to keep them comfortably in place. Graduated compression 12/15 mmHg gives 
legs a boost, and prevents veins from appearing. Anti-stress sole lends added comfort. Sanitized® hygiene function 
for all-day freshness.

82% Polyamide
18% Elastane

Sizes

closed toe

closed toe
Who says support pantyhose can’t be sexy? Our remarkably sheer thigh highs offer the best of both worlds. Sheer leg 
with pretty lace trim. A soft, stretch silicone band keeps them comfortably in place. The highest level of compression, 
18/21 mmHg, invigorates and comforts legs. Anti-stress sole keeps feet feeling great, too. Great for any occasion. 
Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

82% Polyamide
18% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

Colours
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Vanity 30 sheer cod. 034330   

1     2     3      4    
S    M    ML    L  

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM09
Nero

Vanity 70 sheer cod. 034370   

1     2     3      4      
S    M    ML    L  

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM17
Bronze

SM06
Moka

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

Our modern, sheer-to-waist pantyhose are designed to wear with low-rise style. Mild graduated compression 8/11 
mmHg keeps legs feeling great all day. Anti-stress sole massages feet for added comfort. Breathable cotton gusset 
and flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Our sheer-to-waist, low-rise pantyhose are designed to work with style that fall below the hips, so they can be worn 
with confidence. Medium graduated compression 12/15 mmHg is built-in to energize legs and protect against veins. 
Anti-stress sole massages feet for added comfort. Breathable cotton gusset and flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene 
function for all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
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Vanity 70 opaque cod. 034770   

1     2     3      4    
S    M    ML    L  

X034
Granata

SMC5
Blu Scuro

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

Personality 70 sheer cod. 036470   

1XXL     2XXL    3XXL    4XXL        

SMC9 Nero

SM09 Nero

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM16
Visone

SM29
Glacè

SM09
Nero

Wear our sheer-to-waist, opaque tights without worry. Fall below the hips, make it easy to wear with favourite low-rise 
styles. Medium graduated compression 12/15 mmHg is built-in to energize legs and protect against veins. Anti-stress 
sole massages feet for added comfort. Breathable cotton gusset and flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for 
all-day freshness.

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

70 den tights, sheer and elegant, ideal for stout women, offers unequalled comfort and well-being with the advantage 
of perfect wearability. You can select the right size taking into consideration only your height and not your weight.  
Shaped to fit modeling top. Graduated compression 12/15 mmHg prevents and fights the problems caused by 
venous stasis and offers relief to the legs and a sensation of lightness all day long. Flat seams and special anti-stress 
sole. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe

Calcola la tua taglia on-line

Scegli la tua taglia considerando solo l’altezza.
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1XXL     2XXL    3XXL    4XXL        

Personality 140 sheer cod. 0364A4

SM24
Camel

SM16
Visone

SM29
Glacè

SM09
Nero

1     2     3     
S    M     L   

SM27 
Avorio

SM24
Camel

SM15
Paprika

SM29
Glacè

SM17
Bronze

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

Miss Relax 70 sheer cod. 031870   

SM01
Sabbia

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

140 den tights, exceptionally sheer and elegant, ideal for stout women, offers unequalled comfort and well-being with 
the advantage of perfect wearability. You can select the right size taking into consideration only your height and not 
your weight.  Shaped to fit modeling top. Graduated compression 18/21 mmHg is the right treatment for problems 
caused by venous insufficiency and offers relief to the legs and a sensation of lightness all day long. Flat seams and 
special anti-stress sole. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

closed toe

Sizes

Our remarkably sheer knee highs can be worn with everything from pant suits to casualwear. Graduated compression 
12/15 mmHg keeps legs feeling energized throughout the day and prevents veins from appearing. Also ideal to 
prevent DVT when traveling long distance. Added details include a comfort knit band, so knee highs stay put. Anti-
stress sole cushions feet. Perfect for frequent travelers, too. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

travel companions

Forget your weight, select your size calculating only 
your height.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Colours

Find your size 
on-line

Find your size on-line
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Relax  Unisex 70 cod. 022570   

SMC0
Bianco

SMC1
Ecru

SM24
Camel

SMC6
Moka

SMC2
Bordeaux

SMC5
Blu Scuro

SMC7
Grafite

1     2     3    4      5     
S    M     L   XL   XXL  

X010
Antracite

SMC9
Nero

Miss Relax 100 sheer cod. 0318A0   

SM27
Avorio

SM24
Camel

SM15
Paprika

SM29
Glacè

SM17
Bronze

SM05
Blu Scuro

SM04
Fumo

SM09
Nero

1     2     3     
S    M     L   

SM09 Nero

SMC9 Nero

closed toe

For everyday wear, there’s no better choice than our remarkably sheer knee highs. Graduated compression 15/18 
mmHg gives tired legs a much-needed boost, reducing the symptoms of varicose and spider veins. Also ideal to 
prevent DVT when traveling long distance. Added details include a comfort knit band, so knee highs stay put. Anti-
stress sole cushions feet. Perfect for frequent travelers, too. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

closed toe

travel companions

travel companions

Colours

Colours

Our relaxing knee highs are designed for people who sit or stand all day. Made from a soft, opaque rib-knit with built-
in graduated compression 12/15 mmHg to energize legs and feet. A comfort knit band keeps them in place without 
leaving a mark. Anti-stress sole cushions feet. A great choice for frequent travelers, too. The finely ribbed fabric is 
specially treated with aloe-Vera, moisturizing the skin with every step. 

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Find your size on-line

Find your size 
on-line
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Relax  Unisex 140 cod. 0362A4  

X014
Natur

SMC5
Blu Scuro

SMC9
Nero

1     2     3    4      5     
S    M     L   XL   XXL  

Relax  Unisex 140 cod. 0225A4   

X012
Corda

X014
Natur

X011
Castano

X013
Bordeaux

SMC5
Blu Scuro

X010
Antracite

SMC9
Nero

1     2     3    4      5     
S    M     L   XL   XXL  

Cotton

Cotton

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

open toe

Keep legs looking and feeling great throughout the day with our relaxing knee highs. Opaque rib-knit is wonderfully 
soft against the skin. Graduated compression 18/23 mmHg boosts circulation to promote healthier legs and feet. A 
comfort knit band keeps knee highs in place without leaving a mark. Anti-stress sole cushions feet. A great choice for 
frequent travelers, too. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

closed toe

travel companions

travel companions

Colours

Sizes

Colours

Finally, a relaxed knee high that works with sandals and other open-toed shoes expecially for diabetic patients 
with cutaneous trophic insufficiency or in case of bunions. Perfect for those who sit or stand throughout the day, 
the opaque rib-knit is wonderfully soft against the skin. Graduated compression 18/21 mmHg boosts circulation to 
promote healthier legs and feet. A comfort knit band keeps knee highs in place without leaving a mark. Anti-stress 
sole cushions feet. A great choice for frequent travelers, too. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.

45% Cotton
30% Polyamide
25% Elastane

45% Cotton
30% Polyamide
25% Elastane

Sizes

Find your size on-line

Find your size on-line
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Magic Maman 70 sheer cod. 025770

1     2     3      4           5XL  
S    M    ML    L            XL 

Panty Maman cod. 0257A5   

1     2     3      4           5XL         
S    M    ML    L            XL                

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM06
Moka

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SM00
Bianco

SM02
Noisette

SM09
Nero

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

closed toe
Pamper your changing body from waist to toe with our elegant anti-cellulite maternity pantyhose. Its graduated 
compression technology (12/15 mmHg) helps vanish varicose and spider veins, soothes tired achy legs and prevents 
swollen ankles. Our patented micro-massage anti cellulite wave knit promotes blood circulation, reduces water 
retention and controls cellulite. The soft non-constricting waistband embraces the growing belly while reducing lower 
back pressure. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.                                                

This super comfy girdle for the expectant mother is designed with our patented micro-massage anti cellulite wave 
knit. It fits like a second skin due to its anatomical shape and its extra soft expandable tummy. Built in compression 
promotes blood circulation, reduces water retention and controls cellulite.  The soft non-constricting waistband  
embraces your growing belly while reducing lower back pressure. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.                                                

We advice to choose the 
same size you used to wear 

before the pregnancy. 

We advice to choose the 
same size you used to wear 

before the pregnancy.
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Wonder Model Maman 70 sheer cod. 035270

1     2     3      4           5XL  
S    M    ML    L            XL 

Wonder Model Maman 140 sheer cod. 0352A4

1     2     3      4           5XL         
S    M    ML    L            XL                

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM17
Bronze

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

SM01
Sabbia

SM24
Camel

SM29
Glacè

SM17
Bronze

SM09
Nero

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
Super comfy maternity pantyhose made with sensuous support lets your lower body enjoy comfort, fit, style and 
health.  Graduated compression 12/15 mmHg effectively improves blood circulation; prevents varicose or spider 
veins, ankle swelling and water retention. Expandable soft tummy control with its special built-in abdominal support 
gives excellent support and added protection to your growing tummy. Glamorous lace thigh support. Gentle comfort 
waist-band. Exclusive  soles are designed to  massage and relief your feet. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day 
freshness.                                                

These amazing maternity tights are designed to provide the ultimate in comfort, fit, style and health for your lower 
body. Graduated compression 18/21 mmHg effectively soothes and prevents ankle swelling and water retention 
while treating varicose and spider veins, a high risk during and after pregnancy. Expandable soft tummy control with 
its special built-in abdominal support gives excellent support and added protection to your growing belly. Glamorous 
lace thigh support. Gentle comfort waist-band. Exclusive soles are designed to give added massage and relief to the 
feet. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.                                                

We advice to choose the 
same size you used to wear 

before the pregnancy.

We advice to choose the 
same size you used to wear 

before the pregnancy.
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Wonder Model Maman 140 opaque cod. 0404A4

1     2     3      4           5XL  
S    M    ML    L            XL 

SM24
Camel

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

WEIGHT  KG

H
E

IG
H

T
 C

M

145
150
155
160
165
170

40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

175
180
185
190
195
200

WEIGHT  LBS
90 100 110 120 130 145 155 165 175 190 200 210

H
E

IG
H

T
 I

N

57
59
61
63
65
67
69
71
73
75
77
79

1 S

5 XXL

4 XL
4 L

3 ML
2 M

SMC9 Nero

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Colours

closed toe

Sizes

At last, stylish maternity tights that fit comfortably throughout the day. Graduated compression 18/21 mmHg keeps 
ankles free from swelling and boosts circulation to keep legs healthy before and after pregnancy. Control-top with 
built-in support expands with each trimester. Comfort waistband is perfect for growing bellies, too. Exclusive sole 
energizes tired feet. Opaque style looks great with casual skirts and dresses. Lace at thighs adds appeal. The 
bacteriostatic yarn with silver ions blocks bacteria proliferation for all-day freshness.

We advice to choose the 
same size you used to wear 

before the pregnancy.

HOW TO DETERMINE THE PROPER SIZE 

When you select a size and your weight / height ratio is well proportioned then the “WEIGHT” factor is more important  than the 
“HEIGHT” factor. The size / weight correspondence is as follows:

SIZE
1 - S
2 - M
3 - ML
4 - L
4XL - XL
5XXL - XXL

WEIGHT IN KG
45 - 52
52 - 62
62 - 72
72 - 84
84 - 105
105 -and above

We recommend, to choose the most appropriate size, that you refer to the following table 
where the various sizes are defined according to a ratio between height in centimeters 
(HEIGHT CM) and weight in kilograms (WEIGHT KG).
If, for example, we consider a person who is 163 cm tall and weighs 60 kilograms, then we 
calculate as follows:
• we find the corresponding height on the column at the left of the table (HEIGHT CM). In   
  this case 163 cm is a height between  160 and 165 cm 
• we look for the corresponding weight in kg on the top of the table (WEIGHT KG). In this   
  case we consider the box that reaches up to 60 kg
• the recommended size is found at the intersection between the column that corresponds  
  to weight and the line that corresponds  to height. In our example the size is 2 or M (medium).

TABLE OF SIZES: WEIGHT / HEIGHT RATIO

preventive • maternity • cellulite control 

Find your size on-line
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Panty Silhouette cod. 0472A5

Panty cod. 0172A5   

SM00
Bianco

SM02
Noisette

W032
Rosa

W030
Camelia

W031
Lilla

W033
Turchese

SM09
Nero

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

SM22
Champagne

SM02
Noisette

SM09
Nero

80% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

80% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Slenderize the tummy, hips and thighs with the help of our cellulite control panty. Innovative micro-massaging fabric 
virtually eliminates toxins to smooth skin and melt inches off the lower body. The compression gives circulation a 
boost, so legs stay toned and healthy, too. A breathable cotton gusset and special, moisture wicking fabric makes 
them perfect for workouts or everyday activities. Flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.                                                

Go for a great-looking body with our slenderizing shaper panties. Innovative micro-massaging fabric virtually 
eliminates toxins to smooth skin and melt inches off the lower body. Graduated compression gives circulation a 
boost, so legs stay toned and healthy, too. Shorts style falls to mid-thigh. A breathable cotton gusset and special, 
moisture wicking fabric makes them perfect for workouts or everyday activities. Flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene 
function for all-day freshness.                                                
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Fitness cod. 0267A5

Wendy Maxi cod. 0183A5   

SM06
Moka

SM09
Nero

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

SM06
Moka

SM09
Nero

80% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

80% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Our Capri-length shaper is designed to slim and tone the tummy, hips and thighs.  Innovative micro-massaging 
fabric virtually eliminates toxins to smooth skin and melt inches off the lower body. Graduated compression gives 
circulation a boost, so legs stay toned and healthy, too. A breathable cotton gusset and special, moisture wicking 
fabric makes them perfect for workouts or everyday activities. Flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day fr
eshness.                                                

Enjoy the benefits of a beach ready body with the help of our cellulite-control leggings. Innovative massaging fabric virtually 
eliminates toxins to smooth skin and melt inches off the tummy, hips and thighs. Graduated compression gives circulation a 
boost, so legs stay toned and healthy. A breathable cotton gusset and special, moisture wicking fabric makes them perfect 
for workouts or everyday activities. Full-coverage makes them a comfortable choice after cosmetic surgery, too. Flat seams. 
Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.                                                                                                                                                                        
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Mechanical micromassage functionFABRIC TEXTURE WITH PATENTED THREE-DIMENSIONAL 
WAVES.
This patented high technology special wave fabric exerts an effective 
micromassage on the skin thanks to natural body movements. This 
stimulates cutaneous capillary circulation impaired by cellulite, 
preventing swelling (edemas) of the legs and favoring elimination 
of excess liquids. SILVER WAVE panties constitue a specific 
treatment to fight cellulite and water retention. Effectiveness and 
results are increased when they are worn during physical activity.  
SILVER WAVE line comes in various lengths to meet the needs of all 
women’s legs.
Clinical tests have demonstrated the effects from wearing SILVER 
WAVE panties, confirming quick results in terms of tissue tone and 
reduction of the “orange peel” effect.

Treatment start Treatment effect

BACTERIOSTATIC  YARN
An inorganic silver-base bacteriostatic agent is inserted in the fibres and protected by a slow 
release system. This prevents bacteria from proliferating on fabrics. Silver ions perform their 
bacteriostatic function by preventig reproduction of pathogenic micro-organism (bacteria).

Silver ions

Permanent
slow release

Silver ions are permanently present in the fabric used in  SOLIDEA SILVER WAVE products, maintaining 
long-term bacteriostatic characteristics.
SOLIDEA SILVER WAVE products maintain bacterial flora at natural levels, preventing the onset of 
unpleasant odors.

SILVER WAVE products are totally hygienic. SOLIDEA guarantees these characteristics with its 
customized BACTERIOSTATIC that ensures the exceptional hygiene offered by its products,  SILVER 
WAVE products, thanks to this characteristic, can be worn as undergarments all day long.

SILVER WAVE shorts combine effective micromassage functions with regenerating 
compression, stimulating cutaneous capillary circulation. The active micromassage by the 
fabric generates light furrows on the skin. This is a sign that the draining effect is efficient. 
These furrows disappear in a few hours, leaving the skin smooth and excess fluids free. 
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Silver Wave Fresh cod. 0356A5   

SM22
Champagne

SM02
Noisette

SM09
Nero

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

Silver Wave Short cod. 0353A5

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

SM01
Sabbia

SM02
Noisette

SM09
Nero

IDEAL 
FOR 
SUMMER

80% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

80% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Our Silver Wave short are designed to keep wearers looking slim, toned and healthy. The secret? A patented micro-
massaging fabric boosts the circulation, making cellulite a think of the past. A bacteriostatic fibre that’s power packed 
with silver ions, keep skin clean, dry and healthy. Graduated compression helps energize legs, too. Breathable, cotton 
gusset. Flat seams. Fall at mid-thigh. Designed for comfort, these panties are perfect for the gym or everyday wear.

Look slim and toned just by wearing our Silver Wave panty. The secret? A patented, micro-massaging fabric boosts the 
circulation, making cellulite a thing of the past. A bacteriostatic fibre that’s power-packed with silver ions, keeps skin 
clean, dry and healthy. Graduated compression helps energize legs, too. Breathable, cotton gusset. Flat seams. Fall at 
mid-thigh. Designed for comfort, these panties are perfect for the gym or everyday wear.
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Silver Wave Corsaro cod. 0354A5   

SM22
Champagne

SM02
Noisette

SM04
Fumo

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

Silver Wave Strong cod. 0357A5

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

SM22
Champagne

SM04
Fumo

SM06
Moka

SM09
Nero

80% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

80% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Get a beach ready body with the help of our clinically-proven Silver Wave mid-thigh shaper. The secret? A patented, 
micro-massaging fabric boosts the circulation, making cellulite a thing of the past. A bacteriostatic fibre that’s 
power-packed with silver ions, keeps skin clean, dry and healthy. Graduated compression helps energize legs, too. 
Breathable, cotton gusset. Flat seams. Fall just above knee. Designed for comfort, these shorts are perfect for the 
gym or everyday wear.

Take inches off the tummy, hips and thighs with the help of our Silver Wave Capri shaper. The secret? A patented, micro-
massaging fabric boosts the circulation, making cellulite a thing of the past. A bacteriostatic fibre that’s power-packed 
with silver ions, keeps skin clean, dry and healthy. Graduated compression helps energize legs, too. Breathable, cotton 
gusset. Flat seams. Capri-length. Designed for comfort, these shorts are perfect for the gym or everyday wear.
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SM22
Champagne

SM04
Fumo

SM06
Moka

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

Silver Wave Long cod. 0355A5

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

Silver Wave High Waist Short cod. 0448A5   

1     2     3      4            4  
S    M    ML    L           XL  

SM09 Nero

SM02
Noisette

SM09
Nero

80% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

80% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

For a lower body that’s slimmed, toned and healthy, try our Silver Wave leggings. The secret? A patented, micro-massaging 
fabric boosts the circulation, making cellulite a thing of the past. A bacteriostatic fibre that’s power-packed with silver ions, 
keeps skin clean, dry and healthy. Graduated compression helps energize legs, too. Breathable, cotton gusset. Flat seams. 
Designed for comfort, these leggings are perfect for the gym or everyday wear.

High-waist short with medium-strong compression, to enhance the figure with a slendering and modelling effect on 
the silhouette, comfortably wrapping around the back to provide support, while maintaining correct and comfortable 
wearability. The special patented fabric with three-dimensional waves activates microcirculation and helps eliminate 
excess liquids, thermally regulates body temperature and provides, with the natural daily movements, an effective 
massage. The special bacteriostatic silver ion yarn controls bacteria proliferation, prevents bad odours and allows 
natural transpiration of the skin. Hygienic cotton gusset and flat seam.
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Le même qu'en colonne B
avec la police Code EAN13

en corps 30
codice articolo codice a barre descrizione articolo codice colore colore tg

 0509A8SOSM0901 8300496053682 MEDICAL GAUNTLET ARM BAND SM09 NERO    S 8DKAOTG*afdgic+

 0494A5SOSM0901 8300496050377 SILVER WAVE TOP SM09 NERO    S 8DKAOTG*afadhh+

 0437A0SOSM0001 8300496051213 MEDICAL ANTI-EMB. STOCKING AG SM00 BIANCO    S 8DKAOTG*afbcbd+

Silver Wave Abdominal Band cod. 0394A5   

Silver Wave Top cod. 0494A5   

1     2     3      4      5  
S    M    ML   XL   XXL  

XXL
141 - 175

55,5 - 68,8

XL
106 - 140

41,8 - 55,1

ML
88 - 105

34,7 - 41,4

M
65 - 87

25,6 - 34,3

S
54 - 64

21,3 - 25,2

SM09 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SM22
Champagne

SM02
Noisette

SM09
Nero

SM22
Champagne

SM02
Noisette

SMC9
Nero

1    2     3       
S    M    L   

New

Micromassage action top made of special tridimensional wave fabric. Stimulates microcirculation with body natural 
movements, designed to slim the upper arms and the waist. Made out of a special silver ion bacteriostatic yarn that 
keeps skin healthy and inhibits bad odors. This slimming support top is perfect for both every day wear and workouts.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Sizes

Colours

Colours

Find your size on-line

Find your size on-line

The light compression in this soft elastic abdominal band hugs and shapes hips and abdomen and is also an excellent 
lower back support. The patented three-dimensional wave fabric actively micro-massages the skin, stimulates 
microcirculation and detoxifies the skin. Fabric is light and breathable, fits like a second skin for all-day wearing 
comfort and is invisible under clothing. Its real silver ions in the fibre inhibit odour and bacteria and maintain a natural 
skin balance.
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SM22
Champagne

SM24
Camel

SMC9
Nero

1     2     3   
S    M     L

Silver Wave Slimming Sleeves cod. 0433A5

SMC9 Nero

SM02
Noisette

Notes

Micromassage stitchless sleeves extending up to the wrist designed to fight orange-peel appearance on the arms with an 
innovative dorsal support that holds them up and wraps around the shoulders for perfect wearability.  Natural movements 
by the upper limbs, thanks to the micromassage fabric, stimulate microcirculation for the purpose of an effective anti-
cellulite action.  We recommend, for best results, that these be worn every day and all day long.  They can also be worn 
when exercising to increase their benefits. Decreasing graduated compression 15/21 mmHg from the wrist to the shoulder, 
helps improve venous reflux and lymphatic drainage, making these articles suitable in case of  post-trauma and iatrogenic 
(mastectomy) lymphedema of the upper limbs.  They are made using silver ion bacteriostatic yarns that ensure the natural 
biological balance of the skin and natural transpiration, keeping the skin healthy and protected against bad odors.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

Find your size on-line
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Le même qu'en colonne B
avec la police Code EAN13

en corps 30
codice articolo codice a barre descrizione articolo codice colore colore tg

 036470SOSM0901 8300496032335 PERSONALITY 70 SM09 NERO  1XXL 8DKAOTG*adcddf+

 0364A4SOSM0901 8300496033646 PERSONALITY 140 SM09 NERO  1XXL 8DKAOTG*addgeg+

 0371A8SOSMC001 8300496033189 MONOCOLLANT CCL.1 PUNTA APERTA SMC0 BIANCO    S 8DKAOTG*addbij+

 0403B8SOSMC001 8300496038658 MONOCOLLANT CCL.2 PLUS LINE PA SMC0 BIANCO    S 8DKAOTG*adigfi+

 0496A0SOSM0001 8300496051299 MEDICAL ANTI-EMB. KNEE-HIGH AD SM00 BIANCO    S 8DKAOTG*afbcjj+

049870SOSMC901 8300496051589 RACHEL 70 LACE SMC9 NERO   1-S 8DKAOTG*afbfij+

050070SOSMC901 8300496051732 CHANTAL 70 LACE SMC9 NERO   1-S 8DKAOTG*afbhdc+

050170SOSMC901 8300496051831 MIRIAM 70 LACE SMC9 NERO   1-S 8DKAOTG*afbidb+

050470SOSMC901 8300496053330 NIGHT WELLNESS 70 SMC9 NERO   1-S 8DKAOTG*afddda+

 0507A5SOSM0901 8300496053569 MICROMASSAGE ARM BAND SM09 NERO    S 8DKAOTG*afdfgj+

SM30
Fucsia

X025
Blu Oceano

S M L

c D
c C

c F

XL

16 - 18 19 - 21c C 13 - 15 22 - 24
c D 19 - 23 23 - 27 26 - 30 30 - 34

SIZE CHART

5”- 6” 6¼”- 7” 7½”- 8¼” 8¾”- 9½”
7½”- 9” 9”-10½” 10¼”-11¾”11¾”-13¼”

8¾”-11¾” 11¾”-14½” 14”-17” 16½”-19¼”
LEGEND: S  (Small); M  (Medium); L  (Large); XL  (ExtraLarge) - cA (Hand Circumferences);
cC (Wrist Circumferences); cD (Upper Forearm Circumferences); cF (Upper Arm Circumferences)

C IRCONFERENZE  /  C IRCUMFERENCES inch

c C
c D
c F

C IRCONFERENZE  /  C IRCUMFERENCES cm

c A

c F 22 - 30 30 - 37 36 - 43 42 - 49

17 - 21 18 - 22c A 16 - 20 19 - 23

6¼ - 8 6¾”- 8¼” 7”- 8¾” 7½”- 9”c A

SM02
Noisette

SM02
Noisette

SM09
Nero

SM09
Nero

1     2     3      4           4XL                   5XXL  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

S    M    L    XL  

Red Wave Bermuda cod. 0477A5

Micromassage Armbands ccl.1 cod. 0507A5

SM09 Nero

SM09 NeroNew

FIR

FIR

Compression model of Bermuda shorts.  The special three-dimension wave fabric has a beneficial micromassage action 
that helps to eliminate excess liquids while slenderizing the  body mass and creating a transpiring and ventilated effect to 
prevent the onset of bad odours. Made with yarn containing a mineral additive that when stimulated by the body’s natural 
thermal energy, converts it into FIR (Far Infrared Rays) and sends it back to the tissue, with a pleasant temperature-control 
effect. The double action of the FIR with the micromassage fabric , helps reduce cellulite and improve microcirculation. 
Enriched with the Sanitized® hygienic function. To obtain the aesthetic effects by this yarn we recommended wearing Red 
Wave Bermuda every day at least 8 hours a day. 

Pair of 15/21 mmHg seamless armbands that extend from the arm up to the wrist, with decreasing graduated 
compression from the wrist to the arm. The micromassaging fabric, combined with natural movements of the arms, 
stimulates microcirculation for an effective anticellulite action. A supporting flounce made with a new generation of 
silicone elastomer, is well tolerated even by the most sensitive skins. The yarn contains a mineral additive, which 
is stimulated by the natural thermal energy of the body, converting this energy into FIR (Far Infrared Rays) and 
sending it back to the skin tissue, giving a pleasing temperature-control effect. This action strengthens the graduated 
compression function, stimulating correct venous and lymphatic return and acts effectively to reduce the edema. 
Suitable for conservative treatment of post-trauma and iatrogenic lymphedema. With Sanitized® hygienic function.

80% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  2% Cotton

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Sizes

Colours

Colours

Patented pendig for 
stretchable band
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c T

c H
c G
c F

c E

c D
c C
c B1

c B

H. Partsch, E. Rabe, R. Stemmer 
TRAITEMENT COMPRESSIF DES MEMBRES 
Editions Phlebologiques Françaises

A              10-14 

I                15-21

II               23-32

III              34-46

IV             >49

Class     mmHg

L 15-17 (± 3)

H 18-21 (± 3)

COMPRESSION POINT

Compression classes in 
compliance with Experimental 
European Standards
UNI ENV 12718

Stocking compression, better defined as elastic compression, is the force that the tights exert on the leg, helping blood circulation and 
enhancing the “pump effect”.
Compression is generally measured at specific points on the leg and is expressed in millimeters of mercury (mmHg).

Of course, the highest compression value is at the ankle, defined, in medical terminology, as point b. Then compression decreases as we 
move upwards. This is defined as graduated compression.
SOLIDEA, as its specific policy and with full respect for consumers, prints the compression value in mmHg, previously measured by 
qualified International Institutes, on all its packages of stockings and supports.

CLASS  A  prevention (10-14 mmHg) •predisposed subjects •swollen legs •telangiectasia •mild edemas.

CLASS  I  light (L15-17 mmHg) •varicose veins •acrocianosi •post telangiectasia sclerotherapy.

CLASS  I  strong (H 18-21 mmHg) •truncal varicose veins •varicose veins with important edemas 
•varicose vein surgical removal •post sclerotherapy •foot and knee arthrosis.

CLASS  II (23-32 mmHg) •post thrombosis syndrome •during treatment of venous ulcers •post-trauma syndrome 
•angiodisplasia •deep venous thrombosis •deep venous insufficiency •reversible lymphedema •lipedema.

CLASS  III (34-46 mmHg) •severe edema •chronic hypodermititis •irreversible lymphedema.

CLASS  IV (>49 mmHg) •for all the above-indicated pathologies in their most severe forms.

waist

pelvis

inguen

thigh

above the knee

under the knee

calf

under the calf

malleolus
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Take care of
your legs and
still look smart
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Wonder Model Ccl .1 cod. 0418A8

  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

X014
Natur

SMC6
Moka

SMC4
Fumo

SMC9
Nero

Wonder Model Ccl. 2 cod. 0327B8   

  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

X014
Natur

X015
Bronze

X016
Morel

X017
Granito

SMC5
Blu Scuro

SMC9
Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
1st therapeutic class tights with a revolutionary fabric made of the latest generation of yarns and technologies.  An 
extraordinarily elastic knitting makes these easy to wear and comfortable all day long.  The graduated compression  
18/21 mmHg is designed to cure varicose veins, substantial edemas and is ideal for post-varicectomy and post-
sclerotherapy prophylaxis.  Light and silky, elegant and perfect for all occasions.  Modeling top with soft elastic waist 
and antistress sole in bacteriostatic yarn. Hygienic cotton gusset and flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for 
all-day freshness.
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus.

Our revolutionary, opaque pantyhose combine therapeutic benefits and great style. The highest level of graduated 
compression 25/32 mmHg treats venous disease, boosts circulation and keeps legs feeling healthy and symptom-
free. Also ideal for the bloos clot prevention. Built-in shaping panties with a soft waistband make tummy, butt and 
thighs appear slimmer. Non-constricting comfort waistband. Features breathable cotton gusset, anti-bacterial sole 
and flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus.

cod. 0419A8   
open toe

cod. 0334B8
open toe
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Marilyn Ccl .1 cod. 0422A8

  
S    M    ML    L    XL

X014
Natur

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

Wonder Model Ccl. 2 cod. 0341B8

  
S    M    ML    L            XL                    XXL

X014
Natur

SMC9
Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

PLUS LINE

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

cod. 0342B8
open toe

Our revolutionary, opaque pantyhose combine therapeutic benefits and great style. The highest level of graduated 
compression 25/32 mmHg treats venous disease, boosts circulation and keeps legs feeling healthy and symptom-
free. Also ideal for the bloos clot prevention. Built-in shaping panties with a soft waistband make tummy, butt and 
thighs appear slimmer. Non-constricting comfort waistband. Features breathable cotton gusset, anti-bacterial sole 
and flat seams. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Plus Line is ideal for patients who, due to venous stasis symtoms, often show a particular increase of lower 
limbs circunferences (or swollen complications). 
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus.

1st therapeutic class hold-up stockings with silicone band made of the latest generation of yarns and technologies. 
An extraordinarily elastic knitting makes these easy to wear and comfortable all day long. Graduated compression 
18/21 mmHg is designed to cure varicose veins, substantial edemas and is ideal for post-varicectomy and post-
sclerotherapy prophylaxis.  Light and silky, elegant and perfect for all occasions.  With antistress sole in bacteriostatic 
yarn.  Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus.

cod. 0423A8   
open toe
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S    M    ML    L    XL

X014
Natur

SMC9
Nero

Marilyn Ccl .2 cod. 0339B8

Marilyn Ccl. 2 cod. 0324B8   

  
S    M    ML    L   XL

X014
Natur

X015
Bronze

X016
Morel

X017
Granito

SMC5
Blu Scuro

SMC9
Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

PLUS LINE

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

closed toe
Treat legs to the ultimate in comfort and style with our sheer and sexy thigh highs. Graduated compression 25/32 
mmHg offers therapeutic benefits, boosting circulation and treating symptoms associated with venous disease. 
Comfort stay-up band with beads of silicone ensures they stay put. Anti-bacterial sole and Sanitized® hygiene 
function for all-day freshness.                                                                        
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus.

cod. 0333B8
open toe

Treat legs to the ultimate in comfort and style with our sheer and sexy thigh highs. Graduated compression 25/32 
mmHg offers therapeutic benefits, boosting circulation and treating symptoms associated with venous disease. 
Comfort stay-up band with beads of silicone ensures they stay put. Anti-bacterial sole and Sanitized® hygiene 
function for all-day freshness.
Plus Line is ideal for patients who, due to venous stasis symtoms, often show a particular increase of lower 
limbs circunferences (or swollen complications).     
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus.

cod. 0340B8   
open toe
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Marilyn Ccl. 3 cod. 0458C8   

  
S    M    ML    L   XL

  
S    M    ML    L    XL

X014
Natur

SMC9
Nero

Marilyn Ccl .3 cod. 0461C8

X014
Natur

SMC9
Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

PLUS LINE

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

open toe

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

open toe

3rd Therapeutic class Hold-up Stockings with graduated compression 34/46 mmHg, with silicone band made of 
the latest generation of yarns and technologies. An extraordinarily elastic knitting makes these easy to wear and 
comfortable all day long. Recommended for severe oedema, chronic hypodermitis, irreversible lymphedema. With 
open toe and comfortable anti-stress sole. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Open toe style lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in case of hallux 
valgus.

3rd Therapeutic class Hold-up Stockings with graduated compression 34/46 mmHg, with silicone band made of 
the latest generation of yarns and technologies. An extraordinarily elastic knitting makes these easy to wear and 
comfortable all day long. Recommended for severe oedema, chronic hypodermitis, irreversible lymphedema. With 
open toe and comfortable anti-stress sole. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Plus Line is ideal for patients who, due to venous stasis symtoms, often show a particular increase of lower 
limbs circumferences (or swollen complications).
Open toe style lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in case of hallux 
valgus.
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SMC1
Ecru

X014
Natur

X015
Bronze

X016
Morel

X017
Granito

SMC5
Blu Scuro

SMC9
Nero

X014
Natur

SMC6
Moka

SMC4
Fumo

SMC9
Nero

  
S    M    ML    L    XL

Catherine Ccl .2 cod. 0323B8

Catherine Ccl. 1 cod. 0420A8   

  
S    M    ML    L   XL

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

closed toe
1st therapeutic class stockings for suspender with elastic band without silicone, made of the latest generation 
of yarns and technologies. An extraordinarily elastic knitting makes these easy to wear and comfortable all day 
long.  Graduated compression 18/21 mmHg is designed to cure varicose veins, substantial edemas and is ideal for 
post-varicectomy and post-sclerotherapy prophylaxis.  Light and silky, elegant and perfect for all occasions.  With 
antistress sole in bacteriostatic yarn.  Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus.

cod. 0421A8   
open toe

Our thigh highs are so great looking, it’s easy to forget they’re great for the legs, too. The highest level of graduated 
compression 25/32 mmHg ensures legs stay healthy and energized. Comfortable elastic band at thigh. Anti-bacterial 
sole and Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus.

cod. 0332B8   
open toe
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Catherine Ccl .2  cod. 0337B8   

  
S    M    ML    L   XL

  
S    M    ML    L    XL

SMC0
Bianco

X014
Natur

Monocollant Ccl .1 cod. 0371A8

PLUS LINE

X014
Natur

SMC9
Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC0 Bianco

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

open toe

Our high highs are so great looking, it’s easy to forget they’re great for the legs, too. The highest level of graduated 
compression 25/32 mmHg ensures legs stay healthy and energized. Comfortable elastic band at thigh. Anti-bacterial 
sole and Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Plus Line is ideal for patients who, due to venous stasis symtoms, often show a particular increase of lower 
limbs circunferences (or swollen complications).     
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus.

Our uniquely designed single-leg tights are perfect for those recovering from a variety of leg-related surgeries. 
Graduated compression 18/21 mmHg keeps the leg feeling healthy and energized. A soft, no-stitch elastic band 
keeps tights firmly in place. And a adjustable belt at the waist lends added support. Anti-stress sole with open-toe for 
comfort. Fabric is specially treated to keep wearers feeling clean and fresh throughout the day. Can be used on the 
right or left leg. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Open toe style lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in case of hallux 
valgus.
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S    M    ML    L    XL

SMC0
Bianco

X014
Natur

Monocollant Ccl . 2 cod. 0403B8 PLUS LINE

Monocollant Ccl . 2 cod. 0359B8

  
S    M    ML    L   XL

SMC0
Bianco

X014
Natur

SMC0 Bianco

SMC0 Bianco

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

open toe

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

open toe
Our uniquely designed single-leg tights are perfect for those recovering from chronic, leg-related surgeries and bone 
fractures. Firm graduated compression 25/32 mmHg keeps the leg feeling healthy and energized. A seamless elastic 
band keeps tights comfortably in place. And a adjustable belt at the waist lends added support. Anti-stress sole with 
open-toe for comfort. Fabric is specially treated to keep wearers feeling clean and fresh throughout the day. Can be 
used on the right or left leg. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness. 
Open toe style lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in case of hallux 
valgus.

Our uniquely designed single-leg tights are perfect for those recovering from chronic, leg-related surgeries and bone 
fractures. Firm graduated compression 25/32 mmHg keeps the leg feeling healthy and energized. A seamless elastic 
band keeps tights comfortably in place. And a adjustable belt at the waist lends added support. Anti-stress sole with 
open-toe for comfort. Fabric is specially treated to keep wearers feeling clean and fresh throughout the day. Can be 
used on the right or left leg. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Plus Line is ideal for patients who, due to venous stasis symtoms, often show a particular increase of lower 
limbs circunferences (or swollen complications).  
Open toe style lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in case of hallux 
valgus.
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X014
Natur

SMC9
Nero

Dynamic Ccl . 1 cod. 0450A4

  
S    M    ML    L   XL

aG - T

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

aG aT

78% Polyamide
20% Elastane
  2% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

closed toe
Men’s tights with graduated compression, suitable for care of venous diseases, with traverse opening specific for 
men.  Created using the leading-edge technologies to give an extraordinarily elastic fabric that is easy to put on and 
comfortable all day long.  In addition the silver ion bacteriostatic yarn controls proliferation of bacteria and prevents 
onset of bad odors. Graduated compression 18/21 mmHg is suitable for treating varicose veins, large edemas and 
is recommended for post-varicectomy and post-sclerotherapy prophylaxis.  The tights have a soft elastic waistband 
and an antistress sole. Flat seams and special front pouch with horizontal fly. 
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus. 

cod. 0465A4   
open toe

HOW TO DETERMINE THE PROPER SIZE

To obtain maximum benefit from the stocking the leg must be correctly measured: for this purpose, technical or specialist assistance is 
recommended. The measurements should be taken preferably in the morning when the legs are less edematous.

MEASUREMENTS  TO BE  TAKEN:

• Circumference of the ankle (c B),at the narrowest point. This is the point of maximum pressure.
• Circumference of the leg at the highest point reached by the stocking; depending on the model, this will be:
  stockings reaching the groin: the circumference at the point just below the groin (c G)
  Half way up the thigh: the circumference at the point half way between the groin and the knee (c F)
  knee-length stockings: the circumference at the point just below the knee (c D)
• The length must be measured from the base of the foot (a) to the highest point reached by the stocking, and it will be, therefore:

  (l G) for tights and for stockings up to just below the groin;
  (l F) for stockings reaching half way up the thigh;
  (l D) for knee length stockings.

SOLIDEA’s therapeutic stockings are made using high-tech and innovative yarns that maintain extraordinary elasticity with the passage of time. 
These features have revolutionized the concept of therapeutic stockings up to now on the market.
• The weight / height ratio table can be used to select the right size for limbs that are not particularly edematous (not too swollen).
• For swollen limbs you must refer to the circumference table. In this case measure limb circumferences at the points described above. 

tights, stockings and single-leg tights Solidea Therapeutic

stockings up to just 
below the groin

tights single-leg tights

Find your size on-line
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X014
Natur

SMC5
Blu Scuro

SMC6
Moka

SMC9
Nero

  
S    M    L    XL    XXL

Relax Unisex Ccl . 2 cod. 0325B8

  
S    M    L    XL    XXL

Relax Unisex Ccl. 1 cod. 0424A8

X014
Natur

X011
Castano

X010
Antracite

SMC5
Blu Scuro

SMC9
Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

closed toe

closed toe
1st therapeutic class unisex knee-high stockings with soft elastic band that supports comfortably without 
compressing.   Made of the latest generation of yarns and technologies. An extraordinarily elastic mesh makes these 
easy to wear and comfortable throughout the entire day.  Graduated 18/21 mmHg compression is designed to cure 
varicose veins, substantial edemas and is ideal for post-varicectomy and post-sclerotherapy care.  With anti-stress 
planter in bacteriostatic yarn.  Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus.

Enjoy all the features of our popular unisex knee-highs with added therapeutic benefits. The highest level of graduated 
compression 25/32 mmHg maintains healthy circulation and keeps legs feeling healthy and symptom-free. Made 
from a soft, opaque knit for added comfort. Specially designed band keeps knee-highs in place without leaving a 
mark. Anti-stress sole cushions feet and Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in 
case of hallux valgus.

cod. 0326B8  
open toe

cod. 0425A8 
open toe
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X014
Natur

SMC9
Nero

  
S    M    L    XL    XXL

Relax Unisex Ccl . 3 cod. 0459C8

  
S    M    L    XL   XXL

Relax Unisex Ccl. 2 cod. 0335B8

X014
Natur

SMC9
Nero

PLUS LINE

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

open toe

closed toe
Our therapeutic knee-highs are made for patients who experience additional swelling in the feet or calves. The 
highest level of graduated compression 25/32 mmHg maintains healthy circulation, so legs are symptom-free. 
Made from a soft, opaque knit for added comfort. Specially designed band keeps knee-highs in place without 
leaving a mark. Anti-stress sole cushions feet and Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness. 
Plus Line is ideal for patients who, due to venous stasis symtoms, often show a particular increase of lower 
limbs circunferences (or swollen complications).
Available also open toe style that lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and 
in case of hallux valgus.

3rd Therapeutic Class Unisex Knee-high Stockings with graduated compression 34/46 mmHg and soft elastic 
band that supports comfortably without compressing.   Made of the latest generation of yarns and technologies. An 
extraordinarily elastic mesh makes these easy to wear and comfortable throughout the entire day. Recommended 
for severe oedema, chronic hypodermitis, irreversible lymphedema. With open toe and comfortable anti-stress sole. 
Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness. 
Open toe style lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in case of hallux 
valgus.

cod. 0336B8 
open toe
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Relax Unisex Ccl. 3 cod. 0460C8

aD

X014
Natur

SMC9
Nero

S    M    L    XL   XXL

SMC9 Nero

PLUS LINE

Colours

open toe

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

3rd Therapeutic Class Unisex Knee-high Stockings with graduated compression 34/46 mmHg and soft elastic 
band that supports comfortably without compressing.   Made of the latest generation of yarns and technologies. 
An extraordinarily elastic mesh makes these easy to wear and comfortable throughout the entire day. Recommended 
for severe oedema, chronic hypodermitis, irreversible lymphedema. With open toe and comfortable anti-stress 
sole. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.
Plus Line is ideal for patients who, due to venous stasis symtoms, often show a particular increase of lower 
limbs circumferences (or swollen complications).
Open toe style lends comfort and is perfect for patients with trophic skin disorders and in case of hallux 
valgus.

HOW TO DETERMINE THE PROPER SIZE

knee-length 
stocking

MEASUREMENTS  TO BE  TAKEN:
• Circumference of the ankle (c B), at the narrowest point. This is the point of maximum pressure.
• The circumference at the point just below the knee (c D)
• The length must be measured from the base of  the foot (a) to the highest point reached by the knee-length 
stocking (l D).

SOLIDEA’s therapeutic knee length stockings are made using high-tech and innovative yarns that maintain 
extraordinary elasticity with the passage of time. These features have revolutionized the concept of therapeutic 
stockings up to now on the market.

• When limbs are not particularly edematous (not too swollen) just refer to the size.

• For swollen limbs you must refer to the circumference table. In this case measure limb circumferences at the points 
described above.  

To obtain maximum benefit from the stocking the leg must be correctly measured: for this purpose, technical or 
specialist assistance is recommended. The measurements should be taken preferably in the morning when the legs 
are less edematous.

 knee-length stockings Solidea Therapeutic

Find your size on-line
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Arm Care Ccl. 2 cod. 0444B8   

X014
Natur

SMC9
Nero

   
S    M     L

S    M     L   XL  

Arm Care Ccl. 1 cod. 0432A8

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

SM24
Camel

X014
Natur

SMC9
Nero

SM24
Camel

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

Armband extending to the wrist, stitchless, with 15/21 mmHg decreasing graduated compression from wrist to 
shoulder with an innovative dorsal support that holds it up and wraps around the shoulders for perfect wearability.  
Can be worn on the right or left arm without distinction.  Soft and comfortable thanks to a revolutionary and 
exceptionally elastic three-dimensional fabric texture.  Fits the arm perfectly.  Particularly suitable in case of post-
trauma and iatrogenic (mastectomy) lymphedema of the upper limbs. It is made using silver ion bacteriostatic yarns 
that ensure the natural biological balance of the skin and natural transpiration, keeping the skin healthy and protected 
against bad odors. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.                                                

Armband extending to the wrist, stitchless, with 23/32 mmHg decreasing graduated compression from wrist to 
shoulder with an innovative dorsal support that holds it up and wraps around the shoulders for perfect wearability.  
Can be worn on the right or left arm without distinction.  Soft and comfortable thanks to a revolutionary and 
exceptionally elastic three-dimensional fabric texture.  Fits the arm perfectly. A softer fabric gusset is positioned in the 
hollow of the elbow for more comfortable arm movements. Particularly suitable in case of post-trauma and iatrogenic 
(mastectomy) lymphedema of the upper limbs. It is made using silver ion bacteriostatic yarns that ensure the natural 
biological balance of the skin and natural transpiration, keeping the skin healthy and protected against bad odors. 
Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness.                                                

Find your size on-line

Find your size on-line
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Le même qu'en colonne B
avec la police Code EAN13

en corps 30
codice articolo codice a barre descrizione articolo codice colore colore tg

 0509A8SOSM0901 8300496053682 MEDICAL GAUNTLET ARM BAND SM09 NERO    S 8DKAOTG*afdgic+

 0494A5SOSM0901 8300496050377 SILVER WAVE TOP SM09 NERO    S 8DKAOTG*afadhh+

 0437A0SOSM0001 8300496051213 MEDICAL ANTI-EMB. STOCKING AG SM00 BIANCO    S 8DKAOTG*afbcbd+

SM00
Bianco

SM24
Camel

SM09
Nero

X014
Natur

  
S    M    L    XL 

Micromassage Gauntlet Ccl. 2 cod. 0429A5

a
15 - 18

SIZE

18 - 21 21 - 24 24 - 28

a / inch

a / cm

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

Medical Gauntlet Armband cod. 0509A8

S M L

c D
c C

c F

XL

16 - 18 19 - 21c C 13 - 15 22 - 24
c D 19 - 23 23 - 27 26 - 30 30 - 34

SIZE CHART

5”- 6” 6¼”- 7” 7½”- 8¼” 8¾”- 9½”
7½”- 9” 9”-10½” 10¼”-11¾”11¾”-13¼”

8¾”-11¾” 11¾”-14½” 14”-17” 16½”-19¼”
LEGEND: S  (Small); M  (Medium); L  (Large); XL  (ExtraLarge) - cA (Hand Circumferences);
cC (Wrist Circumferences); cD (Upper Forearm Circumferences); cF (Upper Arm Circumferences)

C IRCONFERENZE  /  C IRCUMFERENCES inch

c C
c D
c F

C IRCONFERENZE  /  C IRCUMFERENCES cm

c A

c F 22 - 30 30 - 37 36 - 43 42 - 49

17 - 21 18 - 22c A 16 - 20 19 - 23

6¼ - 8 6¾”- 8¼” 7”- 8¾” 7½”- 9”c A

SM24
Camel

SM09
Nero

  
S    M    L    XL 

New

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Sizes

Colours

Elastic-compression ambidextrous gauntlet for conservative and therapeutic treatment of hand and forearm 
lymphedema. The special patented micromassage wave fabric aids microcirculation. The strong graduated 
compression 25/32 mmHg stimulates correct venous and lymphatic return and acts effectively to reduce the 
edema. The micromassage wave fabric permits natural transpiration, letting the skin breath and keeping it dry 
and protected.  It can be worn both alone and combined with an elastic-compression armband. With hygienic 
Sanitized® function. 

15/21 mmHg ambidextrous armband with integrated gauntlet that extends to the arm, with decreasing graduated 
compression from the hand to the arm. A supporting flounce made with a new generation of silicone elastomer, is 
well tolerated, even by the most sensitive skins. Soft and comfortable thanks to the revolutionary, and exceptionally 
elastic, three-dimensional fabric texture that adapts perfectly to the limb. The graduated compression stimulates 
correct venous and lymphatic return and acts effectively to reduce the edema. Suitable for conservative treatment of 
post-trauma and iatrogenic lymphedema. With Sanitized® hygienic function.

Colours

Find your size on-line

Patented pendig for 
stretchable band
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SM00
Bianco

SM24
Camel

  
S    M     L 

No-Embol cod. 0261A5

SM00
Bianco

X014
Natur

   
S    M    L    XL 

Anti-Trombo cod. 0361A0

SM00 Bianco

SM00 Bianco

SM00 Bianco

Give legs a lift after childbirth, cosmetic surgery or long hospital stays with our innovative thigh highs. Graduated 
compression 18/21 mmHg boosts circulation, keeping legs and ankles healthy. A unique wave knit micro-
massages the skin with every step to keep cellulite under control. Stretch fabric adds comfort and warmth during 
healing, too. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness. With inspection opening to aid circulation check.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

Our innovative thigh highs are designed to protect legs after childbirth, cosmetic surgery or long hospital stays. 
Graduated compression 15/18 mmHg boosts circulation to keep legs problem-free. An anti-bacterial fibre that’s 
power-packed with silver ions, keeps skin clean, dry and healthy. Stretch fabric adds comfort and warmth during 
healing, too. With inspection opening to aid circulation check.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

inspection opening

inspection opening

Find your size on-line

Find your size on-line
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from 15 to 18 mmHg

PREVENTION
TECHNOLOGIES 

NEW

IN FAVOR OF THE

15/18 mmHg compression anti-thrombus stockings to prevent deep venous thrombosis 
(DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE).  
The special three-dimensional weave fabric makes them comfortable and soft on the skin. 
Suitable for stays in hospital before, during and after surgical operations

MEDICAL ANTI-EMBOLISM STOCKINGS 

MaSSaging SolE anD 
INSpECTIvE OpENING 

SaniTiZED® HYgiEniC 
FUnCTion
acts as inner 
deodorant and prevents the
bacterial growth

INNOvATIvE
ElaSTiC BanD
pATENTED pENDING FOR
STRETCHABLE BAND
Support flounce with the
new generation of 
silicone elastomer
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Le même qu'en colonne B
avec la police Code EAN13

en corps 30
codice articolo codice a barre descrizione articolo codice colore colore tg

 0509A8SOSM0901 8300496053682 MEDICAL GAUNTLET ARM BAND SM09 NERO    S 8DKAOTG*afdgic+

 0494A5SOSM0901 8300496050377 SILVER WAVE TOP SM09 NERO    S 8DKAOTG*afadhh+

 0437A0SOSM0001 8300496051213 MEDICAL ANTI-EMB. STOCKING AG SM00 BIANCO    S 8DKAOTG*afbcbd+

Medical Anti-Embolism Knee-High AD cod. 0496A0  

Medical Anti-Embolism Stockings AG cod. 0437A0 

S    M    L    XL  

S    M    L    XL  

SM00
Bianco

SM00
Bianco

X014
Natur

X014
Natur

SM00 Bianco

SIZE SMALL MEDIUM LARGE

32 - 37 cm 36 - 41 cm 41 - 46 cm 

19 - 21 cm 22 - 24 cm 25 - 27 cm 

12½ - 14½ in 14¼ - 16 in 16 - 18 in 

7½ - 8¼ in 8½ - 9½ in 10 - 10¾ in   

cD

cB

cD

cB

EXTRALARGE
cG

cG

44 - 49 cm 

28 - 31 cm 

46 - 52 cm 53 - 60 cm 61 - 67 cm 68 - 76 cm 

18 - 20½ in 20¾ - 23½ in 24 - 26¼ in 26¾ - 30 in 

17¼ - 19¼ in 

11 - 11¾ in a

SM00 BiancoNew

Anti-embolism 15/18 mmHg compression elastic knee-high socks (AD) for the prevention of deep venous 
thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE). Soft and comfortable thanks to their special three-dimensional 
knitted fabric. Easy to wear. Recommended during hospitalization before, during and after surgery. These knee-high 
socks maintain their characteristics when undergoing washing up to 80°.  With massaging sole and inspection toe.  
With Sanitized® hygienic function.

Anti-embolism 15/18 mmHg compression elastic stockings up to the groin (AG) for the prevention of deep venous 
thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE). With a special, non-allergenic, hold-up elastic edge with silicone, 
designed especially for those who are allergic. Soft and comfortable thanks to their special three-dimensional 
knitted fabric. Easy to wear. Recommended during hospitalization before, during and after surgery. These stockings 
maintain their characteristics when undergoing washing up to 80°. With massaging sole and inspection toe. With 
Sanitized® hygienic function.

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Sizes

Colours

Colours

inspection opening

inspection opening

Find your size on-line

Find your size on-line

Patented pendig for 
stretchable band
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Bodylipo cod. 0473A5

1     2     3      4            4  
S    M    ML    L           XL  

SM02
Noisette

SM09
Nero

Wendy Midi cod. 0221A5   

1     2     3      4           4XL     
S    M    ML    L            XL  

SM02
Noisette

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

80% Poliammide
20% Elastan

Sizes

Colours

80% Polyamide
20% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

hygienic opening

High waist, form-fitting and comfortable leggings with hygienic opening, particularly suitable for post-operation 
periods. Graduated compression 18/21 mmHg and our patented micromassage three-dimensional wave fabric 
exercise an effective massage, stimulating blood circulation and facilitating absorption of swelling and bruises.  Skin 
tissues gradually return to normal and recovery is correct without formation of relaxation or blemishes.  The special 
silver ion bacteriostatic yarn hinders proliferation of bacteria, prevents the onset of bad odors and maintains the 
natural balance of the skin.

hygienic opening

To select the proper size, refer to size 
chart on page 34.

Our capri-style hosiery keep tummy, hips and thighs looking slim and toned. Designed with a patented wave texture 
that micro-massages the lower body with each step to eliminate and reduce the appearance of cellulite. Built-in 
graduated compression provides support after cosmetic surgery, too. Hygienic opening and comfortable elastic 
waist. Sanitized® hygiene function for all-day freshness. 

To select the proper size, refer to size 
chart on page 34.
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new well-being
with silver ions

SOLIDEA, always attentive to our body’s well-being and health, presents the new line of SILVER 
SUPPORT elastic bandages for prevention and treatment of joint pathologies: knee, ankle, elbow 
and wrist.  The products in this new line are all made of silver ions bacteriostatic yarn.
The experience accrued by SOLIDEA, which has always carried on a keen research and development 
activity to offer increasingly innovative and competitive products to the market. SOLIDEA has 
achieved an excellent marriage between the technical-structural characteristics of the weave and the 
premium quality raw materials, such as silver ions bacteriostatic yarn that ensures well-being and 
freshness.

BACTERIOSTATIC  YARN
An inorganic silver-base bacteriostatic agent is inserted in the fibres and protected by a 
slow release system. This prevents bacteria from proliferating on fabrics. Silver ions perform 
their bacteriostatic function by preventing reproduction of pathogenic micro-organism 
(bacteria).

Silver ions are permanently present in the fabric used in  SOLIDEA SILVER SUPPORT 
products, maintaining long-term bacteriostatic characteristics.

Silver ions

Permanent
slow release

SOLIDEA SILVER SUPPORT products maintain bacterial flora at natural levels, 
preventing the onset of unpleasant odors.
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SMC0
Bianco

SM24
Camel

X025
Blu Oceano

SMC9
Nero

SMC9
Nero

  
S    M    ML    L 

Polsiera cod. 0391B8

SMC0
Bianco

SM24
Camel

  
S    M    ML    L    XL 

Gomitiera cod. 0390B8

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

75% Polyamide
25% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

75% Polyamide
25% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

For the first time ever, a functional wrist support with that trendy look. It stabilizes the wrist and reduces pain 
caused by overuse. Penetrating support even prevents injury. High tech real silver ions yarn allow skin to breath 
and equalize temperature without allowing any sweating or bacteria build up. Real compression 34/46 mmHg 
empowers and optimizes lower arm muscles. 

Super comfortable elbow band protects and supports your elbows. Medical grade compression relieves pain 
of sprains, tendonitis, dislocations and arthritis. Also ideal in the treatment of tennis elbow, golfer’s elbow and 
post elbow Arthroscopy, chronic swelling and oedema. Reinforced comfort bands are made with graduated 
compression 18/21 mmHg to prevent constriction of circulation. Real silver ions yarns let you experience a sweat-
free fit with bacteria fighting properties. 

Find your size on-line

Find your size on-line
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S    M    ML    L    XL 

Ginocchiera cod. 0389B8

SMC0
Bianco

SM24
Camel

  
S    M    ML    L    XL 

Cavigliera cod. 0392B8

SMC0
Bianco

SM24
Camel

SMC9
Nero

SMC9
Nero

SMC9 Nero

SMC9 Nero

75% Polyamide
25% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

75% Polyamide
25% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

Use this knee support with graduated compression 23/32 mmHg to soothe and protect your knees from strains, 
sprains, bruises or arthritic pain. This deluxe knee support, constructed of silver ions bacteriostatic fibre, helps 
relieve pressure on injured, stiff or sore knees and aids blood circulation to help ease pain and stiffness. Its 
anatomical shape gives a custom-fit feel. The revolutionary silicone top band keeps the garment in place at all 
times

Kick your ankle pain goodbye! This meticulously designed ankle support is used by athletes to provide strength 
and security for weak joints while walking or standing. Reduces ankle welling and soreness, relieves sprains, 
ligamental problems and other ankle conditions. Graduated compression 23/32 mmHg increased blood circulation. 
Made with bacteriostatic fibres with silver ions. 

Find your size on-line

Find your size on-line
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BACTERIOSTATIC

FOOT ODOR CONTROL

MICROMASSAGE
TRANSPIRANT

Bacteriostatic yarn that prevents 
proliferation of bacteria.

Product with skin ventilation and 
transpiration properties, preventing the 
onset of bad odors even after hours 
of wear.

Special patented high-tech  wave 
fabric where natural body movements 
exert an effective micromassage, 
stimulating microcirculation, reducing 
cramps and forestalling formation 
of lactic acid. A transpiring fabric 
that keeps feet dry and at the right 
temperature in all seasons.

Inner micromassage 
wave and heat-insulating 

weave

Outer weave
with bacteriostatic yarn 

with silver ions

Weft that absorbs
shocks and vibrations

SOLIDEA has invented a new concept in graduated compression sportswear: 
unique high performance sports socks

Graduated compression socks with patented micromassage fabric that activates blood circulation. The special three-dimensional wave knitted with a 
strong relief combines a micromassage action with ventilation improvement to ensure perfect skin transpiration, keeping feet always dry and at the right 
temperature in all seasons, preventing the onset of bad odors even after hours of wear.  The tonic effect of the micromassage favors blood circulation 
to give well-being and energy. The active micromassage generated by the fabric leaves light furrows in the skin, a sign of its drainage efficiency. 
These disappear after a few hours and leave the skin smooth and free of excess fluids. The stocking is made of bacteriostatic yarn with silver ions 
that blocks the proliferation of bacteria and helps maintain the biological balance of the skin. Designed to  prevent venous insufficiency and especially 
recommended for all sports activities, reducing cramps and protecting varicose veins. They  eliminate and forestall formation of lactic acid and its 
graduated compression avoids useless energy losses. For best wearability we advise to put on your socks with dry skin.

micro massage
bacteriostatic
perspirant
odor control

heat insulating
shock absorbing
energizing

PATENTED MICROMASSAGE WEAVE

Three original models, many innovative concepts
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S    M    L    XL    XXL 

Power Unisex cod. 0442A5

SM00
Bianco

X030
Blu Navy

  
S    M    L    XL    XXL 

Speedy Unisex cod. 0443A5

SM00
Bianco

X030
Blu Navy

SM09
Nero

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

82% Polyamide
18% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

82% Polyamide
18% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

Ankle-socks made of three-dimensional wave micromassage fabric that boosts perfect skin transpiration and 
keeps feet dry and at the right temperature.  The active micromassage by the fabric favors blood circulation and 
gives tone and energy.  The mini-sock is made of bacteriostatic yarn that blocks the proliferation of bacteria and 
prevents the onset of bad odors even after hours of use. For everyday use and especially recommended for all 
types of sports activities. With comfort knit band.  

Graduated compression 12/15 mmHg socks made of three-dimensional wave micromassage fabric that boosts 
perfect skin transpiration and keeps feet dry and at the right temperature.  The active micromassage by the fabric 
favors blood circulation and gives tone and energy.  The socks are made of bacteriostatic yarn that blocks the 
proliferation of bacteria and prevents the onset of bad odors even after hours of use. Designed to prevent venous 
insufficiency and especially recommended for all sports activities, reducing cramps and forestalling formation of 
lactic acid. With comfort knit band.   

Find your size on-line

Find your size on-line
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S    M    L    XL    XXL 

Energy Unisex cod. 0440A5

  
S    M    L    XL    

Solidea Leg cod. 0316A5

SM00
Bianco

SM24
Camel

X030
Blu Navy

X010
Antracite

SM09
Nero

cm. 
42-46

cm. 
27-31

M LSSIZE

d

b

calf circumference

d

ankle circumference

b

cm. 
30-34

cm. 
34-38

cm. 
18-21

cm. 
21-24

cm. 
38-42

cm. 
24-27

XL

SM00
Bianco

SM02
Noisette

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

82% Polyamide
18% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

82% Polyamide
18% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

Solidea Leg può essere indossato anche 
sugli arti superiori, per la scelta della taglia 
si faccia riferimento alla tabella Sizes degli 
arti inferiori.

Calcola la tua taglia on-line

Knee-highs with graduated compression 12/15 mmHg, made of three-dimensional wave micromassage 
fabric that boosts perfect skin transpiration and keeps feet dry and at the right temperature.  The active 
micromassage by the fabric favors blood circulation and gives tone and energy.  The stocking is made of 
bacteriostatic yarn that blocks the proliferation of bacteria and prevents the onset of bad odors even after 
hours of use. Designed to prevent venous insufficiency and especially recommended for all sports activities, 
reducing cramps and forestalling formation of lactic acid. With a comfort knit band.     

Made with our patented micro-massaging texture to provide increased compression for optimum 
performance. For workouts, jogging or biking, these legwarmers reduce muscle vibration which decreases 
fatigue while its graduated compression increases blood circulation and prevents swollen legs and ankles. 
Improves recovery when worn post-workout. Zipperless and seamless for a sleek fit. Sanitized® hygiene 
function for all-day freshness. Also recommended for upper limbs. 

Find your size on-line

Find your size on-line
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S    M    L    XL    XXL 

Panty Effect cod. 0300A5

W035
Grigio Metallic

  
S    M    L    XL    XXL 

Panty Contour cod. 0301A5

W035
Grigio Metallic

SM09
Nero

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

SM09 Nero

hip circumference

trousers size

85/93 90/98 92/101 95/103 100/110

48/62 62/72 72/82 82/92 92/115

44/46 46/48 48/50 50/52 52/54  

weight Kg

A

B

C

S M L XL XXL

hip circumference

trousers size

85/93 90/98 92/101 95/103 100/110

48/62 62/72 72/82 82/92 92/115

44/46 46/48 48/50 50/52 52/54  

weight Kg

A

B

C

S M L XL XXL

82% Polyamide
18% Elastane

Sizes

Colours

78% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  4% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Get a competitive edge with these soft and comfortable high-tech compression shorts. The built-in compression 
improves circulation, tones muscles and enables improved mechanics of motion.  Special yarns let you enjoy 
freedom of movement and fits like a second skin. Exclusive bacteriostatic fibres maintain natural skin balance 
regardless of activity level; reduces odour, prevents bacterial build-up and skin allergies. Breathable fabric transfers 
moisture away from skin for maximum comfort in hot or cold conditions. With flat seams.  

Get off the mark faster; put more power in your stride with our knee length athletic shorts. The built-in compression 
improves circulation, tones muscles and enables improved mechanics of motion.  Special yarns let you enjoy 
freedom of movement and fits like a second skin. Exclusive bacteriostatic fibres maintain natural skin balance 
regardless of activity level; reduces odour, prevents bacterial build-up and skin allergies. Breathable fabric transfers 
moisture away from skin for maximum comfort in hot or cold conditions. Flat seams and special front pouch with 
horizontal fly. 

Find your size on-line

Find your size on-line
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S    M    L    XL    XXL 

Panty Plus cod. 0302A5

W035
Grigio Metallic

SM09
Nero

SM09 Nero

hip circumference

trousers size

85/93 90/98 92/101 95/103 100/110

48/62 62/72 72/82 82/92 92/115

44/46 46/48 48/50 50/52 52/54  

weight Kg

A

B

C

S M L XL XXL

78% Polyamide
18% Elastane
  4% Cotton

Sizes

Colours

Notes

Full length, body hugging, compression pants keep legs fresh and toned. Built in compression reenergizes legs 
and improves circulation. Special yarns let you enjoy freedom of movement and fits like a second skin. Exclusive 
bacteriostatic fibres maintain natural skin balance regardless of activity level; reduces odour, prevents bacterial 
build-up and skin allergies. Breathable fabric transfers moisture away from skin for maximum comfort in hot or cold 
conditions.  Flat seams and special front pouch with horizontal fly. 

Find your size on-line
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cod. M6X26 - 60x40x3 cm
Electric sign

cod. M6X24 - 54x37x192 cm

cod. 031009
Shelf display rack - l. 100 cm

cod. M3X115 - 53,5x4 cm
Reglette

cod. M6X3 - 18x30x50 cm

cod. M6X15 - 38x45x60 cm
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The high quality of SOLIDEA 
products does not come from 
chance. Every single article is 
the result of a large experience, 
ceaseless research and 
experimentation, very careful 
controls and selection of the 
most valuable yarns to give 
today’s women unique pleasure 
and exclusive comfort.  
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All certificates are issued by
the most qualified institutes

SOLIDEA products are protected
by international patents.
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DISPOSITIVO MEDICO 
Classe 1

Conforme alla direttiva
europea 93/42 EEC

Medical Device

Solidea collection offers tights and stockings with graduated compression 
in different compression classes from 8/11 to 34/36 mmHg. Compression 
(elastic compression in our case) is the force exerted by the tights as they 
compress the leg, improve the pump effect and favoring blood circulation. 
Compression is measured at predetermined points and is expressed 
in millimeters of mercury (mmHg).  When speaking of compression we 
specify graduated compression that decreases as we go up.  The highest 
compression value is low down and, in particular, at the ankle bone.  In 
medical language this is called point B.  The compression rating indicated on 
packages, in millimeters of mercury, is measured at point B.

SAFETY IS OUR MAIN CONCERN! The Oeko.Tex Standard 100 testing and 
certification system is granted by the only important International Association 
of textile research and test institutes and represents both an added value 
of Solidea and a guarantee for consumers.The Oeko-Tex Standard 100 
100 certifies the absence in textile products of substances that may be 
carcinogenic, allergenic, irritant and more generally harmful to human health. 
Oeko-Tex Standard 100 is the most important label in the textile industry. 
Solidea follows every phase of the production process, constantly controlling 
the quality of the products and always using certificated raw material.

The Sanitized® hygiene function is integrated into the textiles! Sanitized®  
acts like a built-in deodorant and fights the development of perspiration odour 
and keeps clothing fresh longer. The Sanitized® hygiene function effectively 
prevents the growth of bacteria, even during heavy perspiration and brings 
more comfort and well-being into your everyday life.

The CE mark is a mark that must be applied to certain types of products from 
the same manufacturer that it self-certifies compliance (or compliance) with 
the essential requirements for the marketing and use in the ‘European Union. 
The affixing of a trademark is required by law in order to market the product 
in the acceding countries to the European Economic Area (EEA). SOLIDEA 
pantyhoses are certified as Class I medical devices and play a preventive and 
curative function for insufficient venous disorders.

from to



SOLIDEA in the world






